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Abstract: This is the first study that quantifies explicitly the impact of present vegetation on concen-
trations and depositions, considering simultaneously its effects on meteorology, biogenic emissions,
dispersion, and dry deposition in three European cities: Bologna, Milan, and Madrid. The behaviour
of three pollutants (O3, NO2, and PM10) was investigated considering two different scenarios, with
the actual vegetation (VEG) and without it (NOVEG) for two months, representative of summer
and winter seasons: July and January. The evaluation is based on simulations performed with two
state-of-the-art atmospheric modelling systems (AMS) that use similar but not identical descriptions
of physical and chemical atmospheric processes: AMS-MINNI for the two Italian cities and WRF-
CMAQ for the Spanish city. The choice of using two AMS and applying one of them in two cities has
been made to ensure the robustness of the results needed for their further generalization. The analysis
of the spatial distribution of the vegetation effects on air concentrations and depositions shows that
they are highly variable from one grid cell to another in the city area, with positive/negative effects or
high/low effects in adjacent cells being observed for the three pollutants investigated in all cities. Ac-
cording to the pollutant, on a monthly basis, the highest differences in concentrations (VEG-NOVEG)
produced by vegetation were estimated in July for O3 (−7.40 µg/m3 in Madrid and +2.67 µg/m3

in Milan) and NO2 (−3.01 µg/m3 in Milan and +7.17 µg/m3 in Madrid) and in January for PM10
(−3.14 µg/m3 in Milan +2.01 µg/m3 in Madrid). Thus, in some parts of the cities, the presence of
vegetation had produced an increase in pollutant concentrations despite its efficient removal action
that ranges from ca. 17% for O3 in Bologna (January) to ca. 77% for NO2 in Madrid (July).

Keywords: concentration and deposition of air pollutants; urban vegetation; biogenic emissions; air
quality modelling systems

1. Introduction

Air pollution is the largest threat to human health in Europe (https://www.eea.
europa.eu/publications/air-quality-in-europe-2022/health-impacts-of-air-pollution, ac-
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cessed on 11 June 2023) and worldwide (https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/
detail/ambient-(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health, accessed on 11 June 2023). In Europe,
according to the last report on air quality released by the European Environment Agency
(EEA)(https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/air-quality-in-europe-2022, accessed on
11 June 2023), air pollution is particularly high in urban areas where 75% of the population
lived in 2021. By 2050, the United Nations Organization expects a population increase in
cities of up to 68% globally and up to 74% in Europe [1]. Therefore, cities are searching for
nature-based interventions using vegetation as a solution for reducing pollution levels.

Vegetation, particularly trees, has two important effects on air quality:

1. Direct effects:

(a) Removal of particulate matter (impaction) and gaseous pollution (ad/absorption)
through the leaves;

(b) Emission of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), called biogenic (BVOCs),
that plants use for their communication and interaction with the surrounding
environment [2]. BVOCs emitted by plants consist of isoprene, mono and
sesquiterpenes, alcohols (mainly methanol), and other volatile oxygenated
compounds (mainly acetaldehyde and acetone). BVOCs emissions depend on
the intensity of the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), the component
of sunlight ranging from 400 to 700 nm, and leaf temperature;

2. Indirect effects:

(a) Modification of wind speed and turbulence, and consequently, the atmospheric
dispersion conditions;

(b) Modification of temperature (shadow, albedo) and humidity (evapotranspira-
tion, de-sealing soil) that influence chemical reaction rates and formation of
particulate matter.

The ultraviolet (UV) irradiation of VOC-NOx mixtures in the air determines complex
gas-phase reactions leading to the so-called photochemical air pollution characterized
by the formation of ozone (O3), oxidants (mainly radicals), and precursors of secondary
inorganic (SIA) and organic aerosols (SOA), an important part of particulate matter. So,
when considering the effects of vegetation on air quality, both its capability to remove
airborne pollutants and its role in atmospheric chemistry processes must be considered.

So far, the vegetation effects on air quality have been estimated using, e.g., ground-
based measurements and data from satellites and drones. In some cases, single tree models
or empirical parametrizations [3] were used. The major drawback of these approaches
is that the removal process is applied to a measured air concentration which already in-
cludes the effect of this process, and the estimations can be accurately made only at sites
where measurements are available. Other studies [4,5] evaluate the ecosystems/vegetation
services in removing air pollutants based on modelled concentrations of pollutants that
cover more extended areas but have already considered the removal processes. All these
approaches based on measured or modelled concentrations are “static”, without consid-
ering the “dynamic” impact of vegetation presence through processes such as transport,
dispersion, chemical, and physical production/destruction, on atmospheric pollutant con-
centrations and double count the removal processes since they estimate the pollutant
deposition using air concentrations that have already undergone deposition processes.

Another drawback of single tree models and empirical parametrizations is that, in spite
of having many details on plant structure and physiology and, sometimes, very high spatial
resolution data on vegetation ecosystems, they are not able to provide a realistic quantification
of ecosystems’ impact on air quality since they do not take into account all atmospheric
processes, emissions, and meteorological conditions as an atmospheric modelling system
(AMS) that includes a meteorological model and a chemical transport model (CTM). AMS is
currently the only reliable technique able to provide a consistent picture of all the relevant
atmospheric processes involved over different spatial and temporal scales. Other types
of models, such as the computational fluid dynamic (CFD), Lagrangian, and Gaussian

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ambient-(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ambient-(outdoor)-air-quality-and-health
https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/air-quality-in-europe-2022
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models [6], may be used to investigate pollution levels and distribution over small urban
areas but only for primary pollutants. They are computationally expensive and do not
include the gas phase reactions and formation of secondary aerosol that are fundamental for
the fate of ozone (O3) and particulate matter with a diameter of 10 µm or less (PM10) in the
atmosphere. New generation large eddy simulation (LES) can be used to analyse the impact of
vegetation on air quality at a local scale, taking into account both detailed vegetation features
and atmospheric phenomena [7]. Those models can implement atmospheric chemistry [8]
and describe complex urban morphology and vegetation details [9,10]. Nevertheless, the
large computational power required limits their application to short-time episodes and small
portions of a town.

CTMs can quantify in detail how urban vegetation/ecosystems modify the airborne
concentration of ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and PM10 by considering biogenic
volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) emissions and their interactions with anthropogenic
emissions from local and distant sources, by taking into account removal processes (depo-
sition, chemical transformation) and by considering the vegetation-induced changes on
meteorological variables such as air temperature (urban heating and cooling patterns). O3,
NO2, and PM10 are interdependent through nonlinear chemical and physical atmospheric
processes and controlled by the same anthropogenic and biogenic emissions; therefore, they
have to be concomitantly addressed. Moreover, for assessing city planning strategies, these
processes determining air concentrations need to be described at a spatial scale, including
the whole city.

This study investigates in a comprehensive way the simultaneous effects of vegetation
on meteorology and air quality in three cities, Bologna, Milan, and Madrid, located in
two countries, Italy and Spain, using two AMS that are described in detail in Section 2.
It also includes, for the first time, a detailed description of urban vegetation at a single
tree level (Section 2) using urban tree inventories provided by municipalities and of urban
morphology [11]. The robustness of the results is ensured by the application of two state-
of-the-art air quality modelling systems: AMS-MINNI [12–15] for Bologna and Milan and
WRF-CMAQ [16–18] for Madrid. The two AMS were extensively applied in air quality
studies from continental to national and regional scales in Italy and Spain. Here, both
modelling systems were used to reproduce on an hourly basis the meteorological and
chemical state of the urban atmosphere with a high spatial resolution (1 km2) using BVOC
emissions produced with the same plant-specific emission factors included in the PSEM
model [19]. Such realistic approach was developed and applied for the first time in the
framework of the European Life project VEG-GAP (https://www.lifeveggap.eu/, accessed
on 15 May 2023). The urban meteorological conditions’ changes due to vegetation are
extensively discussed in the companion article [11]. Here, their effects on air concentrations
and dry depositions of O3, NO2, and PM10 are shown (Section 3). These pollutants are
investigated since their concentrations in European cities are still high even though limits
were set by the Air Quality Directive (Directive 2008/50/EC, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/
legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32008L0050, accessed on 11 June 2023). Therefore, it is
necessary to understand and quantify the role of vegetation in cleaning the urban air.

2. Methodology

The role of vegetation on air quality in the cities’ areas is evaluated by comparing
two simulations for the year 2015 carried out with AMS with identical setup (input data
and model configuration) except the vegetation cover description: one includes the actual
vegetation reproducing the current state of the atmosphere (VEG), while the other shows
how urban atmosphere would be without vegetation within the urban area (NOVEG). The
simulations were carried out over domains covering the city area and large enough to
minimise the impact of boundary conditions (BCs) that feed CTMs on the urban atmosphere.
The choice was based on an analysis of chemical output from several simulations with
domains of different sizes for both winter and summer conditions.

https://www.lifeveggap.eu/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32008L0050
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32008L0050
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BCs for urban domains, as well as initial conditions (ICs), were provided from AMS
simulations over larger domains, and more details on simulations setup are given in
Section 2.2. Following the one-atmosphere approach, for each country, the simulations
were performed with the same AMS over domains that span from continental to city
scales, ensuring thus consistent treatment of physical and chemical processes over the
scales. Moreover, both Italian and Spanish AMS used the BVOC emission model PSEM [19]
to reproduce with the same level of detail and the same parametrizations the effects of
vegetation emissions on urban atmospheric chemistry. The configuration of the two AMS
is described in detail in Section 2.1.

For each city, the AMS used the same hourly gridded anthropogenic emissions as
input for the VEG and NOVEG simulations, while the meteorological fields were different
according to the presence or absence of vegetation [11]. Thus, all processes simulated
by CTMs, such as transport and diffusion, gas-phase chemistry, aerosol chemistry and
dynamics, and wet and dry deposition, are altered due to changed meteorological con-
ditions, and some of them, such as gas-phase and aerosol chemistry, are also modified
by BVOC emissions, that change because of vegetation and meteorology differences, as
explained in the following Section 3.1. In the CTMs’ NOVEG simulations, the forested
areas located south of Bologna (hills’ area—Colli Bolognesi), north of Madrid (Cuenca Alta
del Manzanares Regional Park), as well as the agricultural area located south and west of
Milan (Parco agricolo sud), were included in the NOVEG simulations since they were not
considered part of the so-called “urban vegetation”.

The vegetation function in determining spatial and temporal variability of the three
pollutants (O3, PM10, and NO2) in the atmosphere (concentrations) and at ground (dry
depositions) was ascertained for two months, January and July 2015, to include minimum
and maximum vegetation impact given the seasonal vegetation dynamics.

2.1. Models’ Configuration

The main components of the two AMS used to simulate air quality over Bologna
and Milan (AMS-MINNI) and Madrid (WRF-CMAQ) are shown in Table 1. The details
regarding the configuration of the meteorological model WRF can be found in D’Isidoro
and Mircea et al. (2023) [11], while here, the emphasis is on CTMs components responsible
for gas-phase chemistry and aerosol processes.

Table 1. Description of models’ setup over Italy (Milan and Bologna) and Spain (Madrid).

Model Italy (Milan, Bologna) Spain (Madrid)

Meteorological model WRF v3.9.1.1 [20] WRFv4.1.2 [21]

Anthropogenic emission processor EMission Manager (EMMAv6.0) [22] Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions
(SMOKEv3.6.5) [23]

BVOC emission model PSEM [19] PSEM [19]

CTM FARMv4.14 [24] CMAQv5.3.2 [25]

Gas-phase mechanism SAPRC99 [26] CB6 [27]

Aerosol dynamics AERO3 [28] AERO6 (3 modes) [29]

Inorganic aerosol chemistry (SIA) ISORROPIA v1.7 [30] ISORROPIA II [31]

Organic aerosol formation (SOA) SORGAM module [32] [33,34]

Sea Salt production [35] [36]

Windblown dust [37] Vautard et al. (2005) No

Dry deposition gas Resistance model based on [38]

Dry deposition aerosol Resistance model based on [38] Model based on [39]

Wet deposition In-cloud and below-cloud scavenging
coefficients [40] [41]

Cloud chemistry Simplified S(IV) to S(VI) formation [42] acm_ae6 [43]
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2.2. Simulations Setup

FARM simulations were carried out over three nested domains (Europe, Northern Italy,
Bologna, and Milan cities), while CMAQ simulations were performed over four nested
domains (Europe, Iberian Peninsula, central Spain, and Greater Madrid area). All these
domains described in Table S1 were located inside the domains used by the WRF model
to reconstruct the meteorological conditions shown in Figure S1 and Table S1 in D’Isidoro
and Mircea et al. (2023) [11].

All the air quality simulations over city domains were (off-line) one-way nested in the
bigger domains such as north of Italy (D2 in Table S1) in the case of Bologna and Milan,
and Spain's central area (D3 in Table S1) in the case of Madrid.

At the European scale, both simulations with FARM and CMAQ were carried out
with the same anthropogenic emissions CAMS-REGAP_v2.2.1 provided by TNO but with
different meteorological fields: from IFS, provided by the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data service (https://jira.ecmwf.int/, accessed on 11
June 2023), and from WRF, configured as shown in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al. (2023) [11],
respectively. Boundary and initial chemical conditions were recovered from C-IFS global
model [44] from the CAMS Copernicus platform in both simulations.

The simulations over the other domains were performed with AMSs configured as
described in Table 1 and anthropogenic emission inventories mentioned in Table S1.

Since CTMs use different approaches for describing gas-phase and aerosol processes
(Table 1), the use of the same gridded hourly emissions as input for chemical species/
compounds may introduce huge artefacts; some chemical species may not be considered,
while others may be aggregated in an inappropriate way for a given parameterization. There-
fore, to avoid that, for each city, each AMS used its own anthropogenic emissions processor
over the scales.

The BVOC emissions for all simulations were computed with PSEM [19]. Most
vegetation emission models used in air quality studies [45] consider broad vegetation
classes that do not account for the fact that various tree species are characterized by quite
different emission factors for isoprene, monoterpenes, and other BVOCs, ranging from
neglectable to significant values, with relevant potential impact on ozone and aerosol
formation. Here, the urban areas were “filled” with the existing vegetation using tree
data inventories provided by Bologna, Milan, and Madrid municipalities. To cover the
whole cities’ domains, these data, detailed at the single tree level, were further inte-
grated with other data available from regional forest inventories and CORINE land cover
(as explained in Guidelines_on_mapping_vegetation_characteristics_in_urban_areas.pdf
https://www.lifeveggap.eu/filesharer/documents/VEG-GAP%20Guides, accessed on 11
June 2023) in a coherent and consistent manner to describe with the maximum possible
detail the urban vegetation and properly evaluate its simultaneous effects on local me-
teorology and air quality. More details on the approach followed by WRF to overcome
limitations representing the vegetation in the meteorological model are described and
discussed in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., (2023) [11]. In addition to plant species inventory,
PSEM requires the definition of Basal Emission Factors (BEFs), that express the capacity
of plants to emit isoprenoids under so called “basal conditions” (air temperature of 30 ◦C
and PPFD of 1000 µmol m−2 s−1), and biomass densities, representing the foliar density
per unit ground area occupied by the considered species. Those plant-specific features are
tabulated on the basis of the existing scientific literature [19] (supplementary material and
references therein). BVOC emission rates per unit surface area are then modulated as a
function of the actual temperature and solar radiation conditions that occurred during a
specific hour, day, and year. Plant-specific seasonality factors are defined based on locally
available data allowing to define a plant phenology factor, while the impact of climatic
conditions that occurred during the target time period on the actual leaf development
is modelled using monthly mean leaf area index (LAI) estimated from satellite observa-
tions (https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/lai, accessed on 11 June 2023). Further
correction factors are applied, accounting for the different light and temperature levels

https://jira.ecmwf.int/
https://www.lifeveggap.eu/filesharer/documents/VEG-GAP%20Guides
https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/lai
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experienced by leaves or needles emitting inside a canopy, due to the shading effect and
the contribution from dead biomass accumulated on the soil (litter). More details about the
PSEM model and its support datasets are provided by [19].

2.3. Evaluation Approach

The quality of the VEG simulations with respect to air concentrations was evaluated
using measurements from air quality networks provided by the European Environmen-
tal Agency (EEA) (https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/aqereporting-9, ac-
cessed on 11 June 2023) for the European domain and other Italian and Spanish domains
provided by database BRACE (http://www.brace.sinanet.apat.it/web/struttura.html) and
Madrid Comunidad website https://datos.comunidad.madrid/catalogos, accessed on
11 June 2023 (https://datos.madrid.es/portal/site/egob, accessed on 11 June 2023). The
results are shown in Table S2 for three statistical scores largely used for validating the CTMs’
applications: bias, correlation coefficient (corr), and root mean square error (rmse). The
evaluation was carried out on an hourly basis for the whole year, but here only the results
for two months, January and July, are presented in detail. It can be observed for all three
pollutants, O3, NO2, and PM10, that the scores over different domains for different seasons
are quite similar, showing good performances as usually obtained when the appropriate
application of CTMs is performed.

Based on these results, the VEG simulations over the domains, including the cities’
area, were considered successful in the reproduction of urban air pollution levels, including
a realistic description of urban vegetation. Therefore, for each city, the whole VEG CTM
setup was used as a base for the NOVEG simulation, with the urban vegetation replaced
by bare soil within the administrative boundaries of the city. This was possible due to
the one-way nesting approach used for simulating the urban atmosphere over the city
domain that allowed maintenance of the same initial and boundary conditions used for
VEG simulation, both for meteorological and chemical models. Thus, the differences in
the simulations over the cities are only due to changes in vegetation maps and associated
properties such as surface roughness, energy balance, deposition velocities, etc., within the
city area.

Following this approach, the differences between the simulations VEG and NOVEG
show the effects of vegetation on air concentration and dry deposition. The results shown
here refer to the grid cells inside the administrative boundaries of the cities, and the maps
are focused on the city areas, not on the whole simulated domain.

The vegetation effects on concentrations and depositions were also analysed by land-use
classes, considering, in particular, the urban classes high residential (HR), low residential (LR),
and commercial and industrial (CI), and as a function of fractional vegetation cover.

3. Results and Discussions

This section first shows the BVOC emissions for chemical species directly emitted by
vegetation, such as terpenes and isoprene (Section 3.1), and then, their effects combined with
those mediated by meteorology changes due to vegetation [11] on the air concentrations
and dry depositions of pollutants O3, PM10, and NO2 (Section 3.2).

3.1. BVOC Emissions

Figure 1a,b show the amount of terpenes and isoprene emitted by urban vegetation
in Bologna, Milan, and Madrid during January and July, respectively. As expected, due
to the vegetation phenology included in the model, the BVOC emissions have a strong
seasonal variation enhanced by their dependence on temperature and solar radiation. The
PSEM emission model distinguishes between “T + L” (depending on both temperature
and light) and “T” emissions (depending only on temperature). Isoprene emissions are
treated as “T + L”, whereas terpenes comprise both “T + L” and “T” emissions. Thus,
the emissions of BVOC species are higher during the vegetation seasons, from spring to
autumn, with maximum values occurring during summer. For terpenes and isoprene,

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/aqereporting-9
http://www.brace.sinanet.apat.it/web/struttura.html
https://datos.comunidad.madrid/catalogos
https://datos.madrid.es/portal/site/egob
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there is more than a fifty-time increase in emissions in July with respect to January, but this
increase is not homogeneous over the city’s area. The prevalence of deciduous broadleaf
species in the three cities (Table S3) reduces nearly to zero the emissions during winter
months (Figure 1a), when deciduous species have no leaves. During July, the areas with
emissions higher than 50 kg/km2 are more extended in Bologna and Madrid than Milan
for both biogenic species. The grid cells with higher terpenes emissions with respect to
isoprene, observed in Bologna and Madrid but not in Milan, are the consequence of the
presence of evergreen needle leaf species (Figure S1a–c), mainly Pinus pinea in Bologna
and Madrid, and Pinus halepensis in Madrid (Table S3), that are terpenes emitters and
whose emissions maintain a minimum level during wintertime as illustrated in Figure 1a.
Terpenes and isoprene emissions show no difference in Milan during wintertime because
there is no significant presence of evergreen needle leaf species in this town (Figure S1c).
For Bologna and Milan, a relatively higher terpenes emission can be observed (Figure 1a,b)
in areas with grass (Figure S1a,c). This is the consequence of the higher terpenes’ emission
factor of grass with respect to prevailing deciduous broadleaf species (Table S3). The spatial
distribution of BVOC emissions and the vegetation classes in Madrid (Figure 1b and Figure
S1b) looks distinct, with a relative intensification of terpenes and isoprene emissions over
the northern part of the urbanised area due to the superposed contribution of evergreen
needle leaf species, grass, and deciduous broadleaves species characterised by significant
terpenes emissions as Ulmus Pumila or Sophora Japonica (Table S3).
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The small negative variations of BVOC emissions and fluctuations outside of the
municipal perimeters (Figure 1a,b) correspond to areas where the vegetation was not
modified in CTM simulations and are determined by the differences induced by vegetation
on meteorological variables (in particular wind speed, temperature, and latent and sensible
heat fluxes changes [11].

3.2. Spatial and Temporal Variability of Air Concentrations and Depositions

Figure 2a,b and Figure 3a,b show the differences between VEG and NOVEG simu-
lations as a monthly average for air concentrations and as cumulated dry depositions,
respectively. Thus, for the three pollutants investigated, the amount of pollutants removed
by vegetation through the dry deposition process is directly comparable with estimates
made with other simplified approaches (e.g., based on the potential absorption of each tree
as an ITree model—https://www.itreetools.org/tools/i-tree-eco, accessed on 11 June 2023).
Figures 2 and 3 use reverse colour scales: blue to red for concentrations’ differences and
red to blue for depositions’ differences. Therefore, the decrease in air concentration and the
increase of dry deposition caused by vegetation is shown in blue tones (beneficial effects),
and the opposite behaviour is shown using colours from yellow to red.

https://www.itreetools.org/tools/i-tree-eco
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3.2.1. Ozone (O3)

The spatial distributions of O3 concentrations’ differences (Figure 2a,b, upper panels)
reveal that the urban vegetation effects on ozone are always beneficial in Madrid; the ozone
concentrations are lower for VEG than for NOVEG simulation, with the higher decrease
of ozone concentrations taking place in July. In Milan, they are beneficial only in July but
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to a much lower extent than in Madrid and not over the whole city, while there is a slight
increase of ozone concentrations (up to 0.7 mg/m3 Table 2a) in January. In Bologna, the
vegetation decreases the ozone concentrations only in some grid cells, mainly located in the
north of the city, in July. The ozone behaviour in Bologna is comparable to Milan in January.

Table 2. (a) Variability of O3 concentrations’ differences (VEG-NOVEG) (mg/m3) due to vegetation
and of O3 concentrations (VEG) (mg/m3) over the city area. Monthly and yearly values show
only the spatial variability. Hourly and daily values show both the spatial variability through
minimum, mean, and maximum, and temporal variability of each of them through min and max
values. The bold values show the hourly extremes within the city area: min of spatial minimum
values (744 records—one for each hour) and max of spatial maximum values (31 records—one for
each day). Blue indicates beneficial effects (lower concentrations in the presence of vegetation), and
red the opposite. (b) As (a) for NO2 concentrations’ differences (VEG-NOVEG) (mg/m3) and of
NO2 concentrations (VEG) (mg/m3). (c) As (a) for PM10 concentrations’ differences (VEG-NOVEG)
(mg/m3) and PM10 concentrations (VEG) (mg/m3).

a

O3 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Minimum Mean Maximum Mean

min max min max min max min max

Bologna

hourly
Jan −40.13 0.00 −2.94 6.78 0.00 45.27 0.00 58.62

Jul −55.81 −0.90 −9.35 8.39 0.31 84.25 12.80 143.02

daily
Jan −4.34 −0.07 −0.19 1.40 0.35 6.45 3.79 37.34

Jul −7.03 −1.19 −0.93 0.68 1.13 6.39 45.56 84.60

monthly
Jan −0.23 0.20 0.63 13.45

Jul −1.36 0.00 1.45 73.88

yearly −0.63 0.09 1.20 44.13

Milan

hourly
Jan −28.52 0.19 −2.70 4.58 0.00 22.28 0.00 56.17

Jul −61.58 0.22 −12.10 14.04 −0.61 55.26 17.92 144.90

daily
Jan −3.16 0.00 −0.20 1.32 0.10 3.93 1.46 22.01

Jul −7.24 −2.12 −3.11 0.46 0.99 6.53 52.09 94.53

monthly
Jan −0.13 0.17 0.70 7.12

Jul −2.45 −0.86 2.67 73.21

yearly −1.06 −0.32 2.23 37.54

Madrid

hourly
Jan −55.64 −0.19 −10.26 2.11 −0.00 18.65 0.19 96.79

Jul −97.92 9.16 −42.86 27.67 −2.58 70.74 10.69 153.74

daily
Jan −16.22 −1.58 −3.61 −0.38 −0.11 2.64 12.19 83.04

Jul −13.22 −5.49 −5.49 −1.11 −1.00 7.42 59.69 88.37

monthly
Jan −4.82 −1.49 0.08 36.71

Jul −7.40 −2.67 0.11 73.23

yearly −6.54 −2.61 −0.23 57.31
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Table 2. Cont.

b

NO2 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Minimum Mean Maximum Mean

min max min max min max min max

Bologna

hourly
Jan −47.94 −0.37 −5.43 2.31 −0.01 39.82 4.72 76.11

Jul −87.34 −0.21 −7.83 8.90 0.28 63.95 2.45 62.10

daily
Jan −6.42 −0.50 −1.19 0.28 0.37 3.69 16.24 51.96

Jul −5.52 −1.42 −0.67 0.39 0.75 5.67 9.92 31.02

monthly
Jan −1.32 −0.25 0.60 38.93

Jul −1.82 −0.19 1.12 21.50

yearly −1.37 −0.21 0.91 30.16

Milan

hourly
Jan −39.02 0.83 −9.60 3.68 0.01 35.20 8.90 87.18

Jul −67.97 −0.13 −14.81 11.66 −0.06 65.80 5.31 83.57

daily
Jan −4.73 −0.64 −1.53 0.67 0.49 4.05 33.02 61.72

Jul −6.84 −0.68 −0.50 2.82 1.90 7.23 20.08 36.34

monthly
Jan −1.33 −0.07 0.60 52.05

Jul −3.01 0.63 2.26 28.58

yearly −2.75 0.35 1.31 42.18

Madrid

hourly
Jan −27.28 −0.01 −5.37 9.13 −0.19 47.63 0.96 88.91

Jul −74.70 0.66 −10.50 47.66 0.51 126.98 1.74 82.18

daily
Jan −9.71 −0.05 −2.54 2.26 −0.04 10.87 6.92 57.00

Jul −6.94 1.60 0.64 9.95 4.52 20.21 11.15 25.26

monthly
Jan −1.417 0.076 2.57 35.72

Jul −0.067 2.04 7.17 18.85

yearly 0.05 1.33 4.82 25.49

c

PM10 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Minimum Mean Maximum Mean

min max min max min max min Max

Bologna

hourly
Jan −29.92 −0.14 −5.36 3.10 −0.14 23.37 6.15 61.58

Jul −12.44 0.01 −0.98 0.89 0.02 10.42 2.35 30.64

daily
Jan −3.18 −0.63 −0.86 0.32 0.14 1.78 13.05 43.60

Jul −0.97 −0.23 −0.32 0.05 0.04 0.80 5.12 17.60

monthly
Jan −0.86 −0.30 0.23 27.64

Jul −0.39 −0.07 0.13 9.79

yearly −0.69 −0.18 0.04 18.68
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Table 2. Cont.

c

O3 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Minimum Mean Maximum Mean

min max min max min max min max

Milan

hourly
Jan −95.79 −0.15 −25.65 6.35 −0.92 112.45 4.55 135.77

Jul −24.27 0.90 −6.73 4.46 −0.13 25.27 3.73 41.11

daily
Jan −10.56 −2.11 −1.84 0.47 0.44 7.76 24.77 78.58

Jul −3.07 −0.62 −0.72 0.66 0.41 2.08 7.91 24.77

monthly
Jan −3.14 −0.43 0.61 56.42

Jul −1.59 −0.09 0.72 16.53

yearly −2.27 0.02 0.89 36.17

Madrid

hourly
Jan −12.92 −0.00 −2.44 2.01 −0.05 21.44 0.10 54.47

Jul −54.43 0.44 −17.51 8.02 −13.99 44.78 1.45 29.08

daily
Jan −2.58 0.00 −0.42 0.63 0.39 3.84 1.41 43.02

Jul −5.97 0.00 −4.17 0.85 −1.46 4.18 6.49 18.64

monthly
Jan −0.47 0.20 2.01 18.69

Jul −0.26 0.17 1.32 13.12

yearly −0.04 0.28 1.53 14.37

The formation of ozone in the atmosphere is strongly influenced by temperature and
isoprene emissions [46]. Generally, the ozone concentrations increase with the increase of
temperature as it enhances the chemical kinetic rates and modifies the mechanism pathways
involved in O3 formation. In the absence of the isoprene emissions’ changes, the simulta-
neous decrease of ozone concentrations (Figure 2a,b) and temperature (Figures 3 and 4 in
D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]) induced by vegetation as observed in Madrid and
during summer in Milan could be expected. On the other hand, the presence of isoprene
emissions in the cities may contribute to further ozone formation counteracting, thus the
decrease induced by temperature. Therefore, the observed features of ozone concentrations
variability in the three cities cannot be simply explained by the decrease in temperature
(Figures 3 and 4 in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]) and/or by the increase in isoprene
emissions (Figure 1a,b) caused by vegetation. For example, in Madrid, the highest values
of ozone concentrations’ difference are not co-located in correspondence to the highest
temperature differences or the highest isoprene emissions in any season.

The slight increase in ozone concentrations observed in Bologna and Milan (Figure 2a)
during January may be partly explained by the persistent stagnant atmospheric conditions
that usually characterise Po Valley [47] and favour the accumulation of pollutants and
formation of secondary compounds such as ozone. The significant decrease in wind speed
(Figures 3 and 4 in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]) due to the presence of vegetation
promotes more ozone formation since the precursors are horizontally more stationary
and the convection is absent. Additionally, the decrease of NO2 concentrations due to
vegetation (Figure 1a) slows down the NO titration of ozone favouring the increase of O3
concentrations. Titration change seems dominant in areas where a large variation of NO2
concentration is observed. This is particularly evident in Madrid [18].

In addition to the factors discussed above, the impact of vegetation on ozone con-
centrations estimated here is controlled by the chemical reactions included in SAPRC99
(FARM) and CB6 (CMAQ) gas-phase mechanisms and by the chemical cocktail of anthro-
pogenic emissions. The role of the latter can be seen in Figure S2a,b (upper panels) for all
three cities: the ozone concentrations are lower in the urban areas and, particularly during
summer, in correspondence of the highways, large streets with heavy traffic, etc., due to
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NO2 titration. Recently, new evidence proved that isoprene may also play an important role
in urban areas. Zhang et al. (2021) [48] showed that removing the isoprene in a suburban
area causes a decrease in ozone concentrations by slowing down reactions that involve the
hydroperoxy radical (HO2), organic peroxy radical (RO2), and nitrogen oxide (NO). These
radicals are also included in the two gas-phase mechanisms used here; therefore, a similar
behaviour may be expected and will be investigated in detail in further studies.

The dry deposition of ozone (Figure 3a,b) interplays with all the above factors in
controlling the air concentration. Therefore, an increase in dry depositions’ differences does
not necessarily correspond to a decrease in air concentrations’ differences, as can be seen
for January in Bologna and Milan, Figure 3a vs. Figure 2a.

The dependence of dry deposition processes on concentration itself, meteorological
conditions, and land use/surface characteristics is not linear; therefore, their changes
may increase or decrease the deposition resulting in positive or negative values for the
differences between the two simulations. The negative values of dry deposition differences
observed in the cities’ areas are caused by higher pollutant concentrations in NOVEG
simulations and/or meteorological conditions more favourable for deposition; it does not
mean that vegetation ceased its removal action in that grid cell.

According to Figure 3a,b, during January, in Madrid vegetation is more efficient in
removing ozone than in Milan and Bologna, while the opposite behaviour is observed for
July. This may be due to the presence of vegetation that remains active in winter, such as
evergreen trees in Madrid (Figure S1b).

In all three urban areas, the highest monthly average vegetation contribution to O3
concentrations happens in July and ranges from −1.36 to 1.45 mg/m3 in Bologna, from
−2.45 to 2.67 mg/m3 in Milan, and from −7.40 to 0.11 mg/m3 in Madrid (Table 2a). These
values are more than an order of magnitude lower than the contribution of vegetation
calculated on an hourly basis that may vary from−55.13 to 84.25 mg/m3 in Bologna,−61.58
to 55.26 mg/m3 in Milan, and −97.92 to 70.74 mg/m3 Madrid. The alternation of negative
(beneficial effects for human health) and positive (adverse effects for human health) hourly
concentrations’ differences result in lower daily, monthly, and yearly averages hiding the
potential contribution of vegetation on O3 concentrations affecting human health.

Independently of averaging time, Table 2a and Figure 2a,b and Figure 3a,b show
that vegetation contribution to ozone in urban areas varies significantly from one grid
cell to another. The comparison of O3 concentrations and depositions’ differences (upper
panels in Figure 2a,b and Figure 3a,b) with the spatial distribution of vegetation fraction
and urban classes (Figure 2 in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]) shows little or no
correspondence between the highest negative values of O3 concentrations’ differences
and/or highest positive O3 depositions’ differences in correspondence of grid cells with
the highest fraction of vegetation cover for all three cities. This behaviour confirms the
non-local impact of the vegetation-induced changes on atmospheric circulation and related
ozone formation processes, having a time scale of the order of hours.

As Table 2a shows for concentrations and Table 3a shows for depositions, three
statistical indicators (minimum, maximum, and mean) are estimated for all grid cells
within the administrative boundaries of the cities considering the monthly and yearly
sums. By looking at maximum deposition on a monthly basis, it can be observed that the
effect of vegetation on deposition is much higher in Bologna and Milan than in Madrid
during July, and the opposite is true during January. In July, the maximum vegetation
removal effect on ozone in Italian cities was five times higher than in Madrid in some cells
(524.27 and 561.35 kg/m2 with respect to 112.03 kg/m2). On a yearly basis, the difference
in vegetation effects between the cities decreases by a factor of two.
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Table 3. (a) Variability of O3 depositions’ differences (VEG-NOVEG) (kg/km2) due to vegetation and
of O3 depositions (VEG) (kg/km2) over the city area. Monthly and yearly values show only the spatial
variability. Hourly and daily values show both the spatial variability through minimum, mean, and
maximum, and temporal variability of each of them through min and max values. The bold values
show the maximum within the city area (on a monthly basis: maximum of 744 records—one for each
hour, and of 31 records—one for each day). The sign of differences is explained in Section 3. (b) As (a)
for NO2 depositions’ differences (VEG-NOVEG) (kg/km2) and of NO2 depositions (VEG) (kg/m2).
(c) As (a) for PM10 depositions’ differences (VEG-NOVEG) (kg/km2) and of PM10 depositions (VEG)
(kg/m2).

a

O3 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Bologna
monthly

Jan −4.13 6.64 40.48 52.89 104.53 234.43

Jul −23.00 85.64 524.27 443.64 885.44 1400.60

yearly −149.52 478.45 2988.40 2884.40 5456.30 8784.00

Milan
monthly

Jan −2.13 6.51 29.70 34.54 56.36 114.36

Jul −38.61 134.46 561.35 421.20 735.75 1407.60

yearly −163.88 638.54 2820.10 2454.00 4034.70 7651.20

Madrid
monthly

Jan −9.63 12.43 71.19 100.49 147.71 250.99

Jul −23.86 22.83 112.03 264.17 362.42 510.09

yearly −196.25 306.27 1509.20 2476.10 3409.20 5193.00

b

NO2 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Bologna
monthly

Jan −1.56 3.56 18.08 28.18 43.48 68.04

Jul −3.21 18.08 132.63 20.11 98.47 353.20

yearly −24.57 104.10 740.06 318.59 729.22 2118.10

Milan
monthly

Jan −1.10 7.11 21.76 42.81 51.46 60.20

Jul −0.51 25.17 82.08 25.59 69.18 155.43

yearly −10.73 174.44 552.18 403.83 693.02 1186.10

Madrid
monthly

Jan −5.12 9.24 53.55 10.53 38.98 96.09

Jul −0.29 12.26 83.57 2.72 25.21 107.84

yearly −33.43 159.26 776.41 76.90 409.12 1053.20

c

PM10 VEG-NOVEG VEG
City Average Month Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Bologna
monthly

Jan −5.90 8.74 57.01 31.50 73.27 142.54

Jul −15.91 17.67 88.48 33.33 119.86 239.96

yearly −119.60 123.49 681.58 336.16 985.22 2036.90

Milan
monthly

Jan −29.17 41.10 153.99 66.67 351.35 782.95

Jul −65.44 98.63 256.62 76.61 393.38 889.16

yearly −482.05 739.89 2002.20 974.41 4182.00 9440.50

Madrid
monthly

Jan −6.07 5.15 54.54 43.20 73.53 160.45

Jul −14.47 9.65 87.05 70.31 101.02 192.66

yearly −142.21 91.33 709.66 680.23 973.26 1911.20
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Comparing the mean and maximum amount of ozone removed by vegetation (VEG-
NOVEG) with those removed by all surfaces (VEG), total dry deposition (Table 3a), it can be
observed that the maximum effect of vegetation removal is comparable with the minimum
of total dry deposition. Additionally, the ozone removed by vegetation (max VEG-NOVEG)
with respect to total ozone removed (max VEG) varies from 17% to 40%, with the lowest
values in January in Bologna and the highest in July in Milan.

3.2.2. Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)

Figure 2a,b (middle panels) show the spatial distributions of NO2 concentrations’
differences attributable to urban vegetation. As expected from the formulation of gas-phase
chemical mechanisms, their patterns are complementary to those of O3 concentrations’
differences (Figure 2a,b upper panels); positive O3 values correspond to negative NO2
values and vice versa. In Madrid, the presence of vegetation leads to an increase of NO2
concentrations over most of the urban area, more extended and intense during July, in
some grid cells for more than 4 mg/m3 (maximum value 7.17 mg/m3 Table 2b). In Bologna
and Milan, the NO2 concentrations exhibit also decreases over a more extended area in
Bologna than in Milan in winter. This feature is maintained during summer in Bologna,
while in Milan, NO2 shows increasing values over a large part of the municipality. It is
worth noticing that the sign of concentration changes and the spatial distribution of values
is quite coherent for NO2 and PM10 in all cities during winter when BVOC emissions
are reduced to very low values, chemistry has a minor impact, and concentrations are
high. This general coherence is lost during summer, with differences in the studied cities.
Similar patterns are maintained in the central part of Madrid, while a change of sign can
be observed in the peripheral areas; Milan shows a reduction of PM10 and an increase
of NO2 over a large part of the city (Figure 2b,c). This behaviour suggests a prevailing
impact of the combination of an increase in deposition and decrease of wind speed caused
by vegetation during winter, with a similar impact on NO2 and primary PM, while the
complex combination of the atmospheric circulation change, deposition, and atmospheric
chemistry causes different results in the different cities. The higher effect of vegetation
on NO2 concentrations in Madrid with respect to Bologna and Milan can be due to the
fact that the highest NO2 concentrations (VEG) are mainly in the city area, as shown in
Figure S2a,b. On the other hand, especially during January, Bologna and Milan show
high NO2 concentrations (VEG) over the whole domain, not only over the city area, thus
limiting the removal power of urban vegetation. As for ozone, the sign and pattern of
these differences show no similarity with the spatial distribution of vegetation fraction
or/and urban classes (Figure 2 in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]). While Figure S2a,b
clearly shows high NO2 concentrations in correspondence with traffic emissions in all three
cities (VEG simulations), no such pattern is evident in the monthly averaged differences
VEG-NOVEG (Figure 2a,b middle panels). However, on a daily basis, for a summer day (13
July) in the middle of a period of high-pressure conditions, Mircea et al. (2022) [49] showed
that the differences in O3 and NO2 concentrations and depositions due to vegetation are
higher along A1 and A14 highways (NW-SE and south directions) than in other areas of
Bologna. This is clear evidence of high vegetation impact in areas with high concentrations.
On a monthly basis, this relationship “disappears” since the concentrations vary not only
due to traffic emissions, the major source on a sunny stable day, but also due to transport
and dispersion, formation, and destruction process, etc., from other emission sources,
including vegetation, and processes controlled by meteorological changes. In the case of
the other two cities, the NO2 differences in concentration do not show a relationship with
traffic emissions, probably due to the cities’ morphology.

During July, Table 2b shows that the beneficial vegetation effect (VEG-NOVEG) on
NO2 concentrations is significant on an hourly basis being, in most cases, comparable with
maximum NO2 concentrations given by VEG simulation. As for O3, the differences in NO2
concentrations are highest on an hourly basis (tens of mg/m3 with maximum reduction in
July in the Bologna area: −87.34 mg/m3). It is interesting to note that during July, when
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the vegetation is most active, due to the decrease in wind speed [11] and PBL (Figure S3),
vegetation also leads to an increase in concentrations, with the maximum increase observed
in Madrid, 126.98 mg/m3 on an hourly basis. On a monthly basis, it is important to note the
non-homogeneous effect of vegetation on NO2 concentrations spanning several mg/m3,
even in adjacent grid cells, sometimes alternating positive and negative effects (Figure 2a,b
middle panels). The overall monthly mean impact remains beneficial in Bologna, while
a prevailing increase of concentrations is obtained for Milan and Madrid (Figure 2b and
Table 2b).

The differences in the dry deposition of NO2 (Figure 3a,b, middle panel) are compara-
ble to those observed for ozone (upper panel) in January but lower in July. In Bologna and
Milan, the maximum amount of NO2 removed represents ca. 25 and 14 %, respectively, of
the maximum amount of O3 removed (Table 3a,b). This is partly explained by the pollutant
availability in the air: the concentrations of O3 are much higher than the concentrations
of NO2 (Figure S2a,b). The NO2 is emitted by anthropogenic sources, mainly by traffic;
therefore, the amount released in the atmosphere is almost the same, independent of season,
leading to similar concentrations, while O3 is formed in the atmosphere on sunny hot days,
increasing substantially during summer. Additionally, the surface resistances of O3 are
computed in a different way from NO2 by AMS-MINNI, considering the effect of dew
and rain on leaves as suggested by [38]. For each city, for a given month, the patterns of
differences in NO2 and O3 are alike but not clearly attributable to the presence of vegetation.
Only in Madrid is it easy to note an area with high deposition in the southeast of the city in
correspondence of HR urban class (Figure 2 in D’Isidoro and Mircea et al., 2023 [11]) in all
seasons (Figure 3a,b, upper and middle panels).

As for O3, it can be noticed for all three cities that the vegetation effects on NO2
depositions are higher in summer than winter (Table 3a), the highest variability within
the city’s area being observed in Bologna: from −3.21 to 132.63 kg/km2 (VEG-NOVEG).
Among the three cities investigated, the NO2 removed by vegetation (max VEG-NOVEG)
with respect to total NO2 removed (max VEG) has the highest value in Madrid, ca. 77% in
July, followed by Milan, ca. 53%, and Bologna, 38%. Despite this high removal vegetation
efficiency in Madrid, Figure 2 and Table 2 show an increase in NO2 concentrations in both
months. This may be explained by the observed decrease of O3 concentrations (Figure 2)
because of isoprene emissions’ increase in VEG simulation and even by the decrease of
wind speed reducing dispersion of local emissions [11]. The negative sensitivity of O3 to
isoprene emissions when using the CB6 gas mechanism in CMAQ was shown in [50].

3.2.3. Particulate Matter (PM10)

Over extended areas, the differences in PM10 concentrations due to vegetation
(Figure 2a,b, lower panels) have negative values in Bologna and Milan and positive values
in Madrid during both winter and summer. In the Italian cities, the reduction of the con-
centrations expressed as monthly mean (Table 2c) is up to −3.14 mg/m3 in Milan, while
in Madrid, an increase up to 1.32 mg/m3 is observed. In Bologna and Madrid, almost
everywhere, for both months, it is interesting to note the similarity of vegetation effects
on PM10 and NO2 concentrations: they simultaneously decrease in Bologna and increase
in Madrid. This may be since part of PM10 is directly emitted into the atmosphere as
primary particles by the same sources as NO2, traffic, and domestic heating, while another
part, such as ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), is formed in the atmosphere through reac-
tions involving NO2 availability. In Madrid, in January, we also observed a decrease in
concentrations (negative values) for both pollutants in the southeast area of the city in
correspondence with high residential (HR) urban classes (Figure 2 in [11]). In this area,
we observed an increase of planetary boundary layer (PBL) height in VEG simulation
(positive values in Figure S3, upper panel, left map) that may lead locally to a decrease of
concentration through dilution. The relationship between PBL height-concentration is not
always dominant. For the same decrease of PBL height, in Milan, in July, the vegetation
has opposite effects on the two pollutants, causing an increase of NO2, as expected, but a
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decrease of PM10 concentrations. This may be explained by a more efficient PM10 removal,
more effective dispersion/transport outside the city area, and/or less efficient formation of
secondary aerosol particles. Otherwise, the PM10 concentration should increase at least for
the two following reasons: (i) the concentrations of PM10, in particular, the primary part of
PM10 mainly released by traffic, should increase when PBL height decreases, similarly with
NO2, and (ii) the concentration of secondary organic aerosol comprised in PM10 should
increase due to the increase of its precursors BVOC emissions (Figure 1a,b).

The variability of vegetation effects on PM10 concentrations from one grid cell to
another within the city area is significant, as shown in Figure 2a,b for all three cities, and it
is much higher on an hourly basis: in Milan, it leads to a decrease up to −95.79 µg/m3 and
to an increase up to 112.45 mg/m3, in January.

As for O3 and NO2, the monthly sum of differences (VEG-NOVEG) of PM10 dry
depositions (Figure 3a,b, bottom panel) due to vegetation are higher in July than in January,
and the highest values are observed in Milan, up to a maximum of 256.62 kg/km2 on a
monthly basis representing ca. 29% of maximum deposition 889.16 kg/km2 (Table 3c).
For the same month, July, in Bologna and Madrid, the statistics relative to the effects of
vegetation on PM10 deposition are more similar, the maximum depositions’ differences
being 88.48 and 87.05 kg/km2, respectively, and representing ca. 37% and 45%, respectively,
of maximum depositions of 239.96 kg/km2 and 192.66 kg/km2 (Table 3c).

3.3. Pollutants’ Concentrations and Depositions in Relation to Land-Use Classes and
Vegetation Fraction

Figure 4 shows some statistics of the hourly variation of concentrations (rows 1, 3, and
5) and depositions’ (rows 2, 4, and 6) differences due to vegetation for urban (HR, HL, and
CI) and vegetation classes in Bologna (columns 1–2), Milan (columns 3–4), and Madrid
(columns 5–6), respectively.
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Figure 4. Daily cycle of concentrations (mg/m3) (upper panels) and depositions (kg/km2) (lower panels)
differences (VEG-NOVEG) evaluated over urban and vegetation grid cells, considering only grid points
inside the municipalities. Rows: O3, NO2, and PM10 concentrations and depositions. Columns: Bologna,
Milan, and Madrid from left to right. Medians are shown as lines, and the shaded area covers the interval
10th to 90th percentiles. Red and blue colours refer to July and January, respectively.

Overall, several common features are observed in the hourly variations of vegetation
effects: (i) for all three pollutants investigated and for all three cities, the shaded area
covering the interval 10th to 90th percentiles is much larger during July than during January,
despite pollutants concentrations being significatively higher during winter, confirming
the important role of vegetation on atmosphere during the warm season (red areas with
respect to the blue ones), except PM10 concentrations differences in Bologna and Milan
where the opposite is true (column 5, rows 1–2) and where winter concentration of PM10
is much higher than in Madrid (Figure S2a); (ii) the differences have higher values in
urban cells than in vegetation cells in all graphs, for all pollutants in all three cities (this
may be partly due to the way the numerical experiment was designed, in particular the
meteorological simulation that did not consider the vegetation only in urbanised cells
in NOVEG simulation); (iii) the depositions are higher during the day (6–21 h) for all
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pollutants in all three cities, with two peaks for NO2 in all three cities and for PM10 in
Madrid. The absence of the two peaks for PM10 in Bologna and Milan indicates a lower
relative weight of traffic emissions for this pollutant.

It should also be noted that the magnitude of the daily cycles of 10th and 90th per-
centiles differences vary with pollutants (O3, NO2, and PM10) and cities both for concen-
trations and depositions. For O3 hourly concentrations’ differences, Madrid exhibits the
highest variability (Table 2a), followed by Milan and Bologna, which are comparable and
similar in shape. However, their shapes and magnitude show no resemblance with the
bell shapes aspect of isoprene and BVOC emissions (Figure S5). In the case of deposition,
Madrid shows lower variability than the other two cities: 0.3 and 0.9 kg/km2, respectively.
In Madrid, it is also interesting to note a fast and well-defined decline of O3 concentrations
around 18:00 hrs (up to −40 mg/m3), probably due to NO titration in correspondence with
NO2 concentration increase (up to 40 mg/m3). This suggests that the O3 decrease is mainly
driven by gas chemical reactions, also because the removal due to vegetation is less efficient
than in the other two cities where such a substantial decrease is not observed.

In July, in particular, in both Italian and Spanish cities, a similar shape for the daily
cycle of deposition differences is observed for NO2, with two maxima in the morning
and afternoon in correspondence with the maximum of traffic emissions, respectively.
There is no such evident behaviour in the daily cycles of concentrations’ differences for
this pollutant.

However, it can be noted that Bologna and Milan have similar daily variations (shaded
areas) in shape but are different from Madrid for all pollutants. The first reason for that
could be the use of different photochemistry (SAPRC99 vs. CB6), followed by the different
chemical regimes due to emissions and by the peculiarities in cities’ morphology. These
may also explain the differences observed between PM10 daily cycles of concentration
in Madrid vs. Italian cities: only the former has well-defined peaks in correspondence
with the morning and afternoon maximum traffic emissions in both months. However,
despite all the differences between the applications of the two AMS, it is interesting to note
a decrease of PM10 between 9 and 12 h in urban cells in all three cities.

For all land use classes, for Bologna, the daily cycles of concentrations and deposi-
tions’ differences are shown in Figure S4ac1 for O3, S4ac2 for NO2, S4ac3 for PM10, and
Figure S4ad1 for O3, S4ad2 for NO2, S4ad3 for PM10, respectively. Similarly, for Milan in
Figure S4bc1, bc2, bc3 and Figure S4bd1, bd2, bd3, and for Madrid in Figure S4cc1, cc2, cc3
and Figure S4cd1, cd2, cd3. As for the urban classes, the shapes of the daily cycles of
differences induced by vegetation do not show a striking dependence on land use classes,
but there are some differences in the magnitude. It is interesting to note that the highest
effects of vegetation on both concentrations and depositions’ differences in daily cycles
exist in urban classes in all three cities for all three pollutants. Those corresponding to other
land use classes are lower or similar but not higher.

For each urban class, the hourly variability of concentrations and depositions’ dif-
ferences of the three pollutants investigated in relation to vegetation fraction is shown in
Figure S6 respectively. At a glance view of Figure S6, it can be noticed that no relationships
exist between the concentrations’ differences and vegetation fraction: the boxplots have
similar sizes for a given pollutant in a given city. The dependence on the urban class is also
inexistent. Again, for O3 and NO2 in all three cities, we confirmed the higher variability
in July than in January (cyan boxes higher than the red ones). For PM10, Madrid shows
comparable variability of concentrations’ differences for both months, while Bologna and
Milan have higher variability in January than in July (opposite behaviour with respect to
O3 and NO2).

The depositions’ differences of the three pollutants investigated in relation to vegeta-
tion fraction (Figure S6) show for all urban classes and for all three cities higher variability
in July than in January. In some cases, they also show an increase of depositions’ differences
with the increase of vegetation fraction but not always. In Madrid, in particular, for all three
pollutants, in most cases, the boxplots size is almost the same for all vegetation fractions.
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In Bologna and Milan, we often observed a decrease in boxplot size at high vegetation
fractions. This is the result of removal characteristics of vegetation, of meteorological and
chemical changes of atmospheric conditions due to vegetation, and dry deposition ap-
proaches used in the two AMS. It is worth recalling that the VEG and NOVEG simulations
produced two independent atmospheres characterised by two different meteorological
conditions and two different distributions of air concentrations and depositions due to
the presence and absence of vegetation, respectively. Therefore, in a grid cell, the VEG
concentration may be lower than the NOVEG concentration, and, consequently, the VEG
deposition is lower than the NOVEG deposition because the dry deposition process is
directly dependent on concentration. This explains the negative values of depositions’
differences. The cleaning effect of vegetation exists, but due to its proportionality to the air
concentration, it does not produce a higher deposition in the VEG simulation than in the
NOVEG simulation.

For all cities and pollutants, we observed a large variability of the whiskers spanning
the interval 10th to 90th percentile of depositions’ differences, evidencing that vegetation
effects are highly variable in time and space in agreement with the high spatial variability
shown in Figure 3a,b. The same observation is valid for Figure 2a,b and Figure S6a showing
concentrations’ differences.

3.4. Overall Discussion of Results

The comparison of the spatial distribution of air concentrations differences in the three
cities (Figure 2a,b) shows that the averaged vegetation effects are highly variable from one
grid cell to another in the city area, with positive and negative effects or high/low effects
in adjacent cells being observed for all three polluted investigated. The vegetation effects’
patterns and their magnitude vary from city to city for all pollutants investigated. According
to pollutants, on a monthly basis, extreme differences exist in July for O3 (−7.40 mg/m3 in
Madrid and +2.67 mg/m3 in Milan) and NO2 (−3.01 mg/m3 in Milan and +7.17 mg/m3 in
Madrid) and in January for PM10 (−3.14 mg/m3 in Milan and +2.01 mg/m3 in Madrid)
(monthly minimum and maximum in Table 2a–c). These values and the graphs clearly
visualize the opposite behaviour of vegetation effects on O3 and NO2 as expected from the
formulation of photochemical gas-phase mechanisms: an increase of O3 corresponds to a
decrease of NO2 and vice versa. The magnitude of the concentrations’ differences is partly
due to the photochemical mechanism of each CTM of AMS (higher values in Madrid with
respect to Italian cities for O3—Figure 2a,b) and partly due to specific meteorological and
chemical conditions of the city (different O3 values in Milan vs. Bologna in July—Figure 2b).
PM10 concentrations’ differences in January seem relatively similar to NO2 patterns, even
if they include the effects of different formulations of aerosol dynamics and chemistry in
the two CTMs of AMS, in addition to different gas-phase mechanisms. This suggests a
small impact of BVOC precursors emissions on the PM10 through SOA formation.

However, the magnitude of the concentrations’ differences is primarily dependent
on averaging periods, and longer periods produce lower values, as shown in Table 2,
since positive and negative values are summed. Thus, the highest effect of vegetation
on concentrations is obtained on an hourly basis and amounts to tens of mg/m3 for all
three pollutants in both months, being higher during July than January, as expected due to
intense vegetation activity.

The pattern of depositions’ differences (Figure 3a,b) shows almost everywhere and is
always an important removal effect of vegetation (positive values). The existence of nega-
tive values was explained in Section 3.3. For a given city and a given month, the vegetation
effect on depositions of O3 and NO2 is similar as a pattern but not as a magnitude and is
different from those of PM10. These differences may be due to different parametrizations
of dry deposition of gases and aerosols in the two CTMs of AMS. According to pollutants,
on a monthly basis, the highest depositions’ differences exist in July for O3 and PM10,
being 561.35 kg/km2 and 256.62 kg/km2 in Milan, and for NO2, 132.63 kg/km2 in Bologna
(Table 3a–c).
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Overall, for both months, the vegetation effects on concentrations of these three
interdependent pollutants can be summarized as being mostly beneficial for O3 in Madrid
and for PM10 in Bologna and Milan (negative values in Figure 2a,b).

The increase of planetary boundary layer (PBL) height in VEG simulation (positive
values in Figure S3, upper panel, left map) may lead locally to a decrease of concentration
through dilution. The growth of PBL is due to increased mechanical or thermodynamic
turbulence: turbulence improves the efficiency of dry deposition removal but also increases
dilution. The differences in concentrations depend mostly on the relative strength of the
two effects. However, this relation between the effect of vegetation on PBL height and
pollutant concentrations is not verified in the case of ozone in Madrid, where the ozone
concentrations decrease even when the PBL height decreases both in January and July.
Additionally, in Bologna and Milan, PBL heights always undergo substantial decreases,
but those correspond to both decreases and increases in pollutants’ concentrations. The
interplay between meteorological and chemical conditions changes to transport, formation
and destruction, and removal processes. Therefore, there is no simple way to relate the
vegetation impact of meteorological parameters (also those shown in Figures 3 and 4 of
D’Isidoro and Mircea, 2023, [11]) on concentrations or on depositions.

4. Conclusions

This study shows that the vegetation impact on air concentrations of O3, NO2, and
PM10 is highly variable within the city’s area and is not always beneficial, leading to an
increase in concentrations (noteworthy is the increase of NO2 and PM10 in Madrid). The
comparison between the spatial distribution of concentrations and dry depositions does
not show a decrease of concentrations in correspondence with a large amount of pollutant
deposited. As for the differences in concentrations, the differences in dry depositions show
large variability across the city’s area but without a clear dependence on vegetation fraction.
As expected, the magnitude of vegetation effects on both concentrations and depositions
depends on the season being higher during July when vegetation is more active than
in January.

The intercomparison of differences in air concentrations and deposition in the three
cities (Bologna, Milan, and Madrid) shows in an unequivocal way that the response of air
quality parameters to the presence of vegetation is city-dependent and cannot be predicted
without AMS simulations. While the impact of vegetation on temperature is almost always
the same, a cooling effect on air quality is more complex since, in addition to meteorology, it
is strongly dependent on the anthropogenic emissions cocktail. Thus, the impact of BVOC
emission, in particular of isoprene on ozone concentrations, depends on the anthropogenic
VOC/NOx ratio. Moreover, the decrease in temperature and the increase in isoprene are
two counteracting factors in O3 formation that explain the positive and negative sensitivity
of O3 with BVOC emissions. The daily cycles of the differences in air concentrations and
deposition in the three cities vary with pollutants (O3, NO2, and PM10) and city and have
higher values in the cells dominated by urban fraction than those dominated by vegetation.
Another common feature of the three cities is that the depositions are higher during daytime
(6–21 h) for all pollutants.

Due to the alternate positive and negative values for differences in air concentrations of
pollutants, the magnitude of vegetation impact evaluated as the average of concentrations’
differences is diminished when considering longer periods and months, as shown here.
Thus, the effect of vegetation on concentrations varies from decimals to tens of mg/m3

when evaluated on a monthly and hourly basis, respectively, for all three pollutants, being
higher during July than January, as expected due to intense vegetation activity.

Ongoing work is in progress to separately quantify the impact of meteorology and
BVOC emissions on air quality in Bologna and Milan cities.

The present methodological approach focuses only on the effect of urban vegetation
assessed in the most realistic possible way as a base for further experimental and the-
oretical investigations by the atmospheric scientific community. It also provides more
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detailed and reliable information to assess the human health impacts of vegetation on the
urban population.

The vegetation impact on air quality in the urban atmosphere is highly variable in time
and space and reflects the combined effect of the vegetation itself, urban morphology, and
meteorology in addition to anthropogenic emissions. Future applications of the VEG-GAP
approach in other cities will allow us to better understand how combined urban vegetation
morphology affects the atmosphere. This is important since they are key elements of
architectural projects and act together as an atmospheric forcer. Therefore, urban planning
and air quality plans may use this approach for designing no-regret strategies for the
further development of cities.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f14061255/s1, Table S1: FARM and CMAQ CTMs domains used for
simulations from continental to urban scale; Table S2: FARM and CMAQ validation of VEG simulations
from continental to urban scale; Table S3: Ranking of the 20 most relevant species in terms of percent of
the total area covered by trees. Colours identify the same species in different cities; Figure S1. Fractional
land cover maps of deciduous broadleaf species (left), evergreen needleleaf evergreen species (centre)
and grass (right panel) over Bologna urban area (black contour). Maps are obtained as difference
of vegetation cover characterising VEG and NOVEG scenarios. Pixel dimension is 1 km2. Colour
scales are different to make the maps of different vegetation classes. visible.(a) Bologna, (b) Milano,
(c) Madrid; Figure S2. Monthly averages of air concentrations (g/m3) (VEG) for O3 (upper panel), NO2
(middle panel) and PM10 (bottom panel) in Bologna (left column), Milan (central column) and Madrid
(right column) (a) January 2015, (b) July; Figure S3: Monthly averages of differences (VEG-NOVEG)
of planetary boundary layer (PBL) height (m) for January (upper panel) and July (bottom panel) in
Bologna (left column), Milan (central column), and Madrid (right column); Figure S4: Description of
multiple graphs with the daily cycle of O3, NO2, and PM10 concentration differences (VEG-NOVEG)
(µg/m3) and deposition differences (VEG-NOVEG) (kg/km2) as a function of land use, considering
only grid points inside the municipalities; Figure S5: Daily cycle of BVOC emissions differences (VEG-
NOVEG) (kg/km2) as a function of land-use, considering only grid points inside the municipality for
Bologna, Milan and Madrid from left to right. Medians are shown as lines and shaded area covers the
interval 10th to 90th percentiles. Cyan and red colours refer to July and January, respectively; Figure S6:
Boxplots of concentration (g/m3) and deposition (kg/km2) differences (VEG-NOVEG) for O3 (upper
panels), NO2 (middle panel) and PM10 (bottom panels) as a function of vegetation fraction for different
land-use classes, considering only grid points inside the Bologna (left column), Milan (middle column)
and Madrid (left column) municipalities. Whiskers span the interval 10th to 90th percentile. Red (blue)
colour refers to July (January).
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